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Abstract
Despite the great potential for healthcare professionals, individuals, and researchers, the
integration of healthcare information from personal health records (PHR) and electronic health
records (EHR) systems is complicated because of structural and semantic heterogeneity, trust, and
privacy. Healthcare data is an emotional issue because of fear of privacy violations. Blockchain
technology enables a patient's data privacy, transparency, and immutability in cross-organizational
processes where a patient regulates access to his data and is aware of its usage. At the same time,
blockchain technology creates new challenges for e-healthcare systems such as data privacy,
observability, and online enforceability. In the thesis, we propose a design of a secure blockchainbased and patient-centric system with a definition of PHR requirements, an ontology for privacyconflict resolution, and management mechanisms. Throughout this research, we illustrate our ideas
with a running case about preventive and personalized healthcare.
CERCS: T120 System technology, computer technology
Keywords: Blockchain, Privacy Conflicts, Conflict Resolution, e-healthcare, PHR, EHR.

Plokiahelapõhiste Tehnikate Määratlemine Privaatsuskonfliktide
Lahendamiseks Organisatsioonidevahelistes e-tervise Süsteemide Protsessides
Lühikokkuvõte: Hoolimata tervishoiutöötajate, üksikisikute ja teadlaste suurest potentsiaalist, on
tervishoiuteabe integreerimine isiklikest tervisekaartidest (PHR) ja elektroonilistest
tervisekaartidest (EHR) keeruline struktuurse ja semantilise heterogeensuse, usalduse ja
privaatsuse tõttu. Tervishoiuandmete talletamine on emotsionaalne probleem, kuna kardetakse
privaatsuse rikkumisi. Plokiahela tehnoloogia võimaldab patsiendi andmete privaatsust,
läbipaistvust ja muutumatust organisatsiooniülestes protsessides, kus patsient reguleerib
juurdepääsu oma andmetele ja on nende kasutamisest teadlik. Samal ajal tekitab plokiahela
tehnoloogia e-tervishoiusüsteemidele uusi väljakutseid, nagu andmete privaatsus, jälgitavus ja
veebipõhine jõustatavus. Lõputöös pakume välja turvalise plokiahelapõhise ja patsiendikeskse
süsteemi koos PHR-nõuete määratlusega, ontoloogiaga privaatsuskonfliktide lahendamiseks ja
haldusmehhanismide jaoks. Kogu selle uuringu käigus illustreerime oma ideid reaalse juhtumiga
ennetava ja isikupärastatud tervishoiu kohta.
CERCS: T120 Süsteemitehnoloogia, arvutitehnoloogia
Võtmesõnad: Plokiahel, Privaatsuskonfliktid, Konfliktide Lahendamine, e-tervishoid, PHR,
EHR.
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PHR

Personal Health Record

EHR

Electronic Health Record

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

OWL

Web Ontology Language

BPMN

Business Process Model and Notation

CPN

Colored Petri Nets

HIPPA

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

AI

Artificial Intelligence

GMCR

Graph Model for Conflict Resolution

ADS

Algorithmic Decision-making System
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Hidden Markov Models
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Non-Fungible Token

DAOs

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
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Multi-Agent Systems
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1. Introduction
Over the past decade, blockchain has emerged as a key technology and attracted computer
scientists and domain experts from different sectors. Blockchain has immense business potential
in many applications, which has made it a hot topic among the stakeholders from different sectors
including supply chain, food management, banking, and healthcare [1-3]. Healthcare and medical
services are important and time-critical services that need to be delivered by secure and safer
means at a required time [4]. Blockchain applications in the healthcare sector generally require
string authentication, interoperability, data collection, and storage. Due to legal requirements, like
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) secure data collection
and storage, and record sharing requirements are essential for blockchain-based applications [5].
Blockchain is a decentralized transaction and data management technology that provides security,
anonymity, transparency, decentralization, traceability, and immutability [6]. These characteristics
make blockchain technology useful for applications in healthcare. Blockchain is decentralized,
there is no single authority for the decision making instead it uses a distributed network approach.
It provides transparency by storing all the information within a blockchain transaction, which is
publicly visible to everyone on the network. This not only provides transparency but also enables
the traceability of transactions and data by their timestamp [6, 7]. Data in the blockchain is
immutable, blockchain ledgers are persistent because of their ability to keep data unchanged and
unaltered. Usage of blockchain improves the standards of interoperability while keeping the
patients’ records secure and confidential, which helps to provide patients privacy and control over
their medical records. In the healthcare ecosystem, blockchain can improve data sharing and
storing systems owing to its decentralization, immutability, transparency, and traceability
features.
With time new technologies have emerged offering serval efficient ways to collect, process, and
share medical health data. Health data is used for research purposes, to enable patients to manage
their medical records and diseases. It also improves the efficiency, quality, and safety of healthcare
systems. However, when it comes to security it raises new challenges related to data security and
privacy. On 25th May 2018, European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
was established as the world’s toughest privacy and security law passed to ensure safe and secure
data collection, processing, and sharing of EU citizens. Any organization European Union (EU) or
Non-European Union (non-EU) is obliged to follow GPD regulation when they aim or collect data
on European citizens [8]. The Data Protection Regulation has defined principles for patients’ data
and these principles apply to all use of patients’ data and all data controllers in healthcare systems.
Article 5 contains all important principles, if any data controller neglects them then the data usage
is not lawful. All the controllers must respect and follow the defined principles consisting of
Fairness and transparency, Lawfulness, Accuracy, Integrity and confidentiality, limited Storage,
Purpose limitation, data minimization, and Accountability [8].
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Patients are a partner in the healthcare system, and their satisfaction and needs should be
considered as a part of the system’s quality definition. Recently, there have been many data
breaches that exposed patients’ financial and medical records. Existing healthcare systems are not
able to provide enough security against data breaches but are also plagued by high costs [9] and
the importance of the economic interests of healthcare providers [10]. For example, the
privatization in the Irish hospital sector results in an increase in patient bed numbers in private forprofit (PFP) hospitals and a decrease in public- and private not-for-profit hospitals [10]. The
existing system is not patient-centric, the patient is not the author and owner of his/her medical
data, with less control over his medical record to share with other individuals, including healthcare
professionals. As patient data privacy is the biggest concern when it comes to data sharing across
different medical bodies, currently blockchain has been used in cloud computing with attribute
bases encryption for secure sharing and scalability of Personal Health Records. It has enabled
systems to be interoperable, data tamper-proof, and optimized medical services but it also brings
privacy conflicts, architecture, and adoption challenges for integrated e-health systems.
Privacy conflict is a major challenge of the PHR system, this thesis’ main goal is to create privacy
resolution techniques and implementation of blockchain technology to create a prototype.

1.1 Problem Statement
Healthcare is an integral part of life. Unfortunately, the incessant aging of the population and the
increase in chronic diseases place a significant burden on modern healthcare systems [11], and the
demand for resources which include doctors, nurses, and hospital beds is high. The rapid
development of the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm has revolutionized the healthcare industry,
bringing significant improvements in terms of e-health/medical records (EHR/EMR), prescription
drug data, and insurance information.
However, the safe handling of EHR/EMR has become a very difficult task because the data is
scattered across different medical institutions. Most existing healthcare systems are centralized
and vulnerable to the single point of failure and information leakage due to the growing cyberattacks [12]. The leakage of personal and critical information of patients can lead to serious
consequences. In addition, modern medical systems do not provide transparency, reliable
traceability, immutability, auditability, confidentiality, and security in the management of
EHR/EMR.
In healthcare, the Internet of Things (IoT) offers many benefits, including the ability to better
monitor patients and use data for analytics. When it comes to IoT for integrating medical devices,
the focus is shifting towards consumers such as glucometers, blood pressure cuffs, and other
devices designed to record patient vitals. This allows health care providers to automatically collect
information and apply decision support rules to ensure earlier intervention in the treatment process.
Unfortunately, healthcare companies often do not consider the security risks of connecting these
devices to the internet Patient-centric systems improve the efficiency and quality of healthcare
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work. But the development of PHR/EHR has some problems inherent in them such as non-standard
hospital management, poor standardization, and lack of interoperable software development.
Every company uses its own designed standards for device manufacturing and data collection and
storage which is also one of the major problems due to which, PHR/EHR is not able to share
medical information in cross-organizational e-health processes.
Lack of formal evaluation of HR is another important issue and research [13] evaluated existing
PHRs and states that PHRs have limited functionality. “The data entry, validation, and information
display methods they employ may limit their utility as representations of medical information”
[13]. A solution is needed to reduce the burden on health systems while continuing to provide
high-quality care to at-risk patients [14].
Considering these problems in modern healthcare systems, blockchain technology can solve them
[15] [5] [16] [17]. It is estimated that the implementation of the blockchain could lead to savings
of up to $100–150 billion per year by 2025 in the costs associated with data leakage, as well as by
reducing the incidence of fraud and counterfeit products [18]. Blockchain is a promising
technology that can help streamline healthcare data management operations, enabling
unprecedented data efficiency and trust-building [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24]. It offers a variety of
important and built-in features such as transparency, decentralized storage, data access flexibility,
secure authentication, immutability, interconnection, and security, which allows the extensive use
of blockchain technology for healthcare data management [25] [26].

1.2 Objectives and Roadmap
1.2.1 Research Objective
This research aims to identify important privacy conflicts in the e-health cross-organizational
process and develop a block-chain based prototype for the resolution of conflicts. The main
objectives are:
1. Analyze existing privacy issues and their solutions
2. Describe how a PHR integrated into EHR results in security, privacy, and privity conflicts.
3. Proposing privacy resolution techniques for cross-organizational process in an e-health
system
4. Develop a block-chain based prototype, implementing privacy resolution techniques.
1.2.2 Research Questions
Healthcare data is an emotional issue because of fear of privacy violations. Blockchain technology
enables a patient's data privacy, transparency, and immutability in cross-organizational processes
where a patient regulates access to his data and is aware of its usage. At the same time, blockchain
technology creates new challenges for e-healthcare systems such as data privacy, observability,
and online enforceability. In this research, we propose a design of a secure blockchain-based and
patient-centric system with a definition of PHR requirements, an ontology for privacy-conflict
3

resolution- and management mechanisms. Using defined privacy conflict resolution techniques, a
prototype will be developed using block-chain based smart contracts.
RQ: How to define blockchain-based techniques for privacy conflict-resolution in crossorganizational processes for e-health systems?
The main question is divided into three different how questions which address the identification
of vital cross-organizational processes, how to resolve the privacy conflicts of identified processes,
and mapping privacy resolution techniques to e-health systems. Following are the sub-questions:
▪
▪
▪

SRQ1: How to identify privacy conflicts in the e-health cross-organizational processes?
SRQ2: How to resolve privacy conflicts in e-health cross-organizational processes?
SRQ3: How to map privacy resolution techniques to decentralized e-health systems?

These three sub-questions are formulated in sequential order according to their importance e.g.
First sub-research question is about identification which is the first step to identifying the conflict
before you design a resolution technique.
SRQ1: Identification of important processes in the e-health cross-organization process is the first
step. In this step, selection for specific processes will be made from the list of all processes. For
selecting a process, we need to identify the processes which have patient privacy conflicts. Basic
requirements will be defined as a checklist for process selection. Following are further three sub
what questions that address the selection of important processes, setting up the requirements for
selecting a process and marking it as important, and then using the selected processes to check the
privacy conflicts related to them:
▪
▪
▪

What are important e-health cross-organizational processes?
What are the requirements for privacy conflict identification in the e-health crossorganizational processes?
What are privacy conflicts in e-health cross-organizational processes?

SRQ2: Once process selection from research question one is done, the next step is the resolution
of conflicts for e-health cross-organizational processes. Before designing the resolution
techniques, it is important to analyze existing techniques. Finding the issues and gaps in current
techniques is important before designing new techniques, this approach will cover more conflicts
and help to achieve higher quality. Resolution of privacy conflicts does not only include finding
existing techniques which are being used but also selecting how many of them are decentralized
and then setting up the criteria why to select a technique for implementation. Following are the
two sub-questions that help with the conflict resolution step:
▪
▪

What are the existing decentralized privacy conflict-resolution techniques for e-health
cross-organizational processes?
What are the criteria for the decentralized privacy-conflicts resolution techniques?
4

SRQ3: Moving to the Third research question which covers mapping of identified/newly designed
techniques to decentralized systems. Before mapping resolution techniques, it is important to
understand and design the system architecture. It is a vital part, to understand and design all the
important components of the system before moving to the next step. Technology stack selection
comes as the last step before the implementation of the prototype. Following are two subquestions:
▪
▪

What is the architecture for a decentralized e-health privacy-conflict resolution system?
What is the technology stack for implementation of the decentralized e-health privacyconflict resolution system?

1.2.3 Roadmap & Structure
To answer this question, we develop an extended conflict-resolution ontology. What are the
privacy conflict-resolution techniques when mapping the e-healthcare process to a blockchain?
The definition of the privacy conflict-resolution technique aims to design a mapping between the
e-healthcare process presented with BPMN into a blockchain-based system and specifies a proofof-concept prototype. The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 1 introduces a
running case and background preliminaries. Chapter 2 discusses the requirements for patientcentered PHR collection and processing. Next, the chapter addresses decentralized privacy
conflict-resolution techniques and a selection of techniques for current research. Chapter 4
addresses the mapping the of designed BPMN e-Healthcare Process to a Blockchain System.
Chapter 5 focuses on the implementation of a prototype for privacy conflict-resolution techniques.
Chapter 6 presents an evaluation of a proof-of-concept prototype and compares the results of this
research with other research work finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis together with providing
indications for limitations, open issues, and future work.

1.3 Limitations
As healthcare ecosystem consists of numerous medical processes including hospital admissions,
surgeries, discharge and billing, insurance claim, and many more. In this research, we have
identified different important processes involved in e-healthcare that can lead to potential privacy
conflicts, however, for the master’s thesis research we have limited the scope to only 3 processes.
As blockchain provides more data security and transparency by exchanging encrypted data
between peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Because decentralized nature of blockchain creates a new
concept of a token economy where the community’s income can be shared between real content
producers and service users who create value. A token is an object or symbol that is exchanged for
goods or services, it is an immutable digital file or presentation of a contract. In the context of
blockchain, tokens are built on top of the technology stack and represent value, and are predicted
to lead to the emergence of the so-called token economy. In this current research, we do not focus
on token economy, so the aspects of token economy and transaction cost will not be covered.
5

As maintaining privacy in user data is very important and failure to do this leads to implications
related to legal sectors which are not covered in this research, so acceptance of proposed techniques
depends on the country’s legal law and hospital legal compliance.
Due to the scope limitation of the master’s thesis, an initial prototype will be prepared, however,
this prototype will not the fully ready for production.

1.4 State of the Art
A personal health record (PHR) system is an electronic record of a patient’s health information. In
PHR, patients can have full control and access to their medical information, they can trace all their
medical history and contribute to their wellbeing [27] [28]. As PHR system can be managed by
the patients, which enables them to share their personal information with related medical bodies
and clinics in a cross-organizational structure. The PHR must include all relevant information
about the patient’s life, including a list of all problems, procedures that have been performed or
scheduled for the patient, patient’s underlying medical conditions, all allergies data, patient’s
monitoring data i.e., from home or through IoT devices, family, social and lifestyle history, list of
all vaccinations, previous and current medications, list of laboratory tests with results, and patient’s
genetic data [29] [30] [31].
Electronic health records (EHR) are also called electronic medical records (EMR) and their use is
becoming more and more popular in the context of e-health [32]. Electronic health records contain
patients’ health data and are confidential as a major factor in the application of e-health. An
electronic health record consists of legal records that are compiled in a hospital setting. This data
is then used as the main data source for the electronic health record [32]. PHR can take many
forms: an independent stand-alone software application running on a single computer; a web
service owned by one organization; a common web service as a platform for collecting various
types of medical information; or USB based Plug and play PHR [33] [34].
Patient engagement [34] and Personal Health Record (PHR) systems solve the financing issues in
healthcare as PHR supports patient-centered healthcare by availing medical records for patients
and thus, assisting patients in health self-management [35]. The main purpose of PHR is that a
patient is the author and owner of his/ her medical data that can be shared with other individuals,
including healthcare professionals, or automated clinical decision-support services [36]. Research
[35] defines values of PHR as communication improvement between a patient and a doctor,
yielding patient education that results in lifestyle changes. Patient engagement simplifies personal
health and well-being data collecting and processing that increases the value of personalized
preventive healthcare services. Citation [37] predicts the emergence of a new category of
personalized preventive health coaches who use the skills and the ability to interpret and
understand health and well-being data. In the paper [38], authors define the economic and financial
problems of the healthcare system and investigate the usage of blockchain technology to support
decentralized and patient-centered systems. In a patient-centered system, a person creates and
6

manages his data while healthcare providers instead of owning it, use this data in their processes.
The problem of transparent data sharing is described in [39]. Collecting and processing PHR
creates various challenges related to legal, technical, and emotional issues. Researchers [40] [41]
[42] focus on technical and security PHR-data requirements in the context of centralized PHR
systems. This approach is efficient when the number of PHR data sources is limited. Thus, the
number of processes that use PHR increases, and therefore, a centralized approach is not scalable.
An integrated PHR and EHR system is socio-technical in that people as members of organizations
try to collaborate and solve problems with the help of a very heterogeneous set of technologies
[43]. The decision to use a patient-centric system that shares PHR is emotionally driven and creates
feelings of insecurity in the way personal information is used. The usage of PHR integrated into
EHR results in security, privacy, and privity conflicts. Privity is a legal term and restricts
knowledge and control over the content and performance of a (smart) contract that should be
distributed among parties only as much as is necessary [44]. A major issue with both PHRs and
EHRs is the maintenance of electronic health records [32] because, for example, administrative
staff can access information without the explicit consent of the patient [42]. The authors in [45]
define data integrity, usability, auditing, and patient-information privacy as the main requirements
that should be considered when developing medical systems in the Internet of Things (IoT)
domain. Citation [46] points to cybersecurity and privacy issues during socially integrated mobile
healthcare applications and provides a secured architecture for multi-cloud environments. The
authors of [47] confirm that many users are concerned they do not have control over the collected
medical data and are not aware of how it is used. Research [42] shows that for wearable devices,
users do not understand security and privacy risks related to their data. The authors in [48] [49]
[50] focus on the importance of security and privacy risks when sharing medical data and confirm
that future work is required to provide the solution for building secure, integrated healthcare
systems. Moreover, there are autonomous smart devices that are connected to smart home systems
[35] and collect data related to the patient's health [46] [51] and measure specific medical data. To
reduce the negative impact of conflicts in cross-organizational processes they can be either
prevented or solved automatically if possible. Research [52] proposes the usage of equative
algorithms for solving civil conflicts. These algorithms are based on different technologies such
as artificial intelligence (AI) and algorithmic decision-making system (ADS). In [53] authors
propose the usage of the Graph Model for Conflict Resolution (GMCR) for systematically
investigating actual conflict occurring in the real world. Other researchers [54] use Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) to analyze the incoming data and handle the occurring conflicts. AnaThe
analysiscludes adapting and training the Hidden Markov Models thatares later used in combination
with a rule-based system to detect conflicting information, resolve the conflicts detected and use
past data and decisions to avoid conflicts before they happen. Some researchers [55] propose the
use of mediator that detects conflicts, suggest a possible solution to the conflicting parties. The
systematic literature reviews [56] [57] [5] indicate that blockchain-technology research in
healthcare is increasing each year in data sharing, health records and access control. A blockchain
is a distributed ledger that allows participants to write and update records on a ledger and
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cryptography ensures that records stored remain the same once added [58]. Records are added to
the ledger in the form of transactions that are hashed and grouped in blocks where each block is
cryptographically linked to the next block. A Merkle tree or hash tree is a cryptographical method
that ensures transactions stored in a blockchain are linked with mathematical hashes [37] [38] to
guarantee no modification can invalidate the entire record. The hashes provide an efficient method
to verify any transaction on a blockchain and records can be verified without processing all stored
data [37]. Computer programs that digitally verify, enforce contracts, and run on a blockchain
network are referred to as smart contracts that are stored and executed on blockchain nodes. With
the right access, any user can run and execute smart-contract functions from any participating node
in a network [38]. Researchers [41] [59] propose the usage of ontologies to solve heterogeneous
data-integration issues. An ontology is a formal description of the concepts and relationships that
exist for an agent, or a community of agents. Research [60] addresses the gap in conflict modelling,
management and resolution in business collaboration and propose a conflict-resolution ontology
that is incomplete for the e-healthcare domain. We consider the combination of blockchain
technology and ontologies as a means for solving security conflicts in integrated e-healthcare.
Mostly researchers focus on the PHR processing and do not consider the integrated PHR and EHR
in the cross-organizational processes. Research [60] focuses on conflict-resolution technology for
cross-organizational processes while lacing a conflict-resolution ontology. This thesis research
fills the gap in the privacy-conflict resolution for integrating PHR and EHR and extends the
research [60] with a conflict resolution ontology for e-healthcare.
It appears from the literature that electronic health records make it easy to share structural health
data between authorized health care providers to improve the overall quality of health care
provided to patients. The use of e-health allows users to have a broader mindset and allows health
care providers to work effectively online. Electronic health records make it very easy to share
health information between stakeholders, as well as access and update patient information as the
patient progresses through treatment. However, in such systems, security and confidentiality issues
are very important, since the patient can face serious problems if confidential information is
disclosed to a third party. From the reviewed articles for literature review and based on the
analyzed areas of security, it becomes apparent that electronic health records use different rules
and standards regarding privacy and security. However, it is necessary to uniform such systems to
eliminate possible conflicts and inconsistencies between standards.
The Background Preliminaries to provide privacy conflict-management elaboration, we describe
in Section 1.5 provides preliminaries required for understanding the next sections.

1.5 Preliminaries
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2 Running Case and Privacy Conflict Scenario
The Running Case to provide privacy conflict-management elaboration, we describe in this
section, a running case from the patient-centric perspective that simplifies the understanding of the
running case and the remainder of this thesis.
In our running case, we assume that there are three partners of the insurance provider: the patient,
a general practitioner from a hospital, and a healthcare professional which is illustrated in Figure
3. We consider there are different business rules for each stakeholder describing who is the claimer,
and who gets paid by an insurance provider when specific conditions are met. In our running case,
we consider that the systolic blood pressure measurement is used to determine the claimer. For the
patient, a business rule states, "If the patient's systolic blood pressure is less than 160, the patient
is the claimer; else the claimer is a general practitioner". In common practice, a systolic blood
pressure of 120 is defined as a normal value and thus, the patient does not have any problems
related to the blood pressure now. The decision assumes, that if the patient does not have any
problems, his lifestyle is good, and he is a claimer for the insurance provider. The systolic blood
pressure between 120 and 160 is considered problematic and requires patient attention and activity
to bring it back to normal. Thus, the patient considers himself a claimer in this data slot as well.
Systolic blood pressure that is higher than 160 is considered dangerous and requires a doctor’s
attention. Therefore, the patient considers the general practitioner as a claimer.
For the general practitioner, a business rule states that "If the patient's systolic blood pressure is
less than 120 then the patient is a claimer and otherwise the claimer is a general practitioner". In
case the patient's systolic blood pressure is out of the norm, that is 120, the general practitioner
monitors the patient and prescribes required medications and procedures based on the initial
testing. Therefore, the general practitioner considers himself a claimer.
Finally, the healthcare professional has his own business rules stating "If the patient's systolic
blood pressure is less than 120 then the claimer is a patient; if systolic blood pressure is higher
than 160 then the healthcare professional is a claimer; otherwise, if systolic blood pressure is
between 120 and 160, the healthcare professional does not specify the claimer".
The internal rules of all three stakeholders create conflicts that are illustrated in later section 4. The
conflicts occur when a patient's systolic blood pressure is higher than 120.
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Figure 3. Business rules caused behavior conflicts.

Figure 4 describes the running case in the cancer-prevention domain to understand the conflict
scenario. While the most used clinical outcome measures by physiotherapists are pain, range of
motion, and strength, the patient-goal domains are identified as physical activity, quality of a
workplace, and sleep. Such a difference is explained by the fact that The Patient-Specific
Functional Scale [90] comparison between individuals is difficult and thus, patient goal domains
cannot be measured. Suppose a patient monitors himself at home with different autonomous
devices such as a smart watch and components of a smart home such as air and water quality
sensors, these devices collect data about a patient's activities and ecological environment. The
devices communicate with each other sharing the data if needed. This data is being collected
continuously enabling the feedback loop for a healthcare professional who monitors the patient. In
parallel, during the patient's visit to a doctor, the latter creates EHR data that include laboratory
test results and anamnesis. Both healthcare professionals and a doctor have access to EHR. After
treatment is performed, a healthcare specialist and general practitioner send their medical reports
to the insurance provider requesting claims. The medical reports differ because the data available
for the healthcare professional includes PHR and continuous feedback from the patient. This
improves the health context understanding and results in personalized care provided by the
healthcare professional. For the doctor, only EHR is available and thus, his focus is on employing
conventional Western school medicine for treatment that relies a lot on administering medication.
Both, general practitioners, and healthcare professionals share collected medical data to request
compensation from the insurance provider. The difference in claiming medical data leads to the
conflict with the insurance provider who does not have guidelines for PHR data processing. Such
a gap complicates the usage of new medical services based on the PHR processing and a feedback
loop has the potential to improve the current healthcare system.
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Figure 4. Conflicts in the EHR and PHR processing.

The patient faces privacy conflicts as his data can be stolen due to a lack of security in either smart
autonomous devices, or different applications. After the patient shares his PHR with the family
doctor, the latter can use it in the internal processes of the healthcare provider, e.g., for reporting,
statistics, and research. These processes may include external stakeholders such as the national
statistics department, private research companies, or private companies specializing in reporting
services. As such, processes are not transparent to the patient and thus, inappropriate use of PHR
data may occur.
In our research, we define five conflicts when integrating PHR and EHR. First, privacy conflicts
occur when the patient collects data during home monitoring. The use of wearable devices and
PHR systems that store collected data can be vulnerable to stealing data by unauthorized persons.
A privacy conflict occurs after PHR is shared with a family doctor, integrated with EHR, and then
shared by the doctor with external stakeholders. The internal processes of healthcare providers are
not transparent to the patient and thus, result in inappropriate use of the patient's information.
Third, integrity conflicts occur when PHR flows through different processes and can be modified
by the stakeholders. Then, a consistency conflict exists when the family doctor accepts or rejects
shared PHR before the integration with EHR. A data-consistency conflict occurs when the family
doctor decides to accept or reject shared PHR before integrating it with EHR. A doctor can
wrongfully reject the correct data due to perceived unreliability, or the uselessness of the healthcare
plan. The decision of a doctor is based on the respective healthcare provider- and national
regulations and results in conflicting medical- and administrative rules. Finally, the consistency
conflict occurs when the insurance provider receives claims from both the healthcare professional
and the doctor who provides different data in the insurance claim.
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3 Identification of privacy conflicts in the e-health crossorganizational processes
Improving the delivery of care is one of the main driving factors of the transformation strategy
aimed at improving the quality of care while reducing costs. Medical processes include hospital
admissions, discharge and billing, emergency department (ED), Surgeries, patient transfers,
medications, patient flow, and many more. Thus, healthcare processes affect operations, patient
experience, and physician job satisfaction throughout the healthcare system. In this chapter, first
section 3.1 is the identification of important processes in e-health cross-organization. Next, section
3.2 focuses on requirements for the Patient-centric PHR Collection and Processing. Finally, section
3.3 describes privacy conflicts in e-health cross-organizational processes.

3.1 Important processes of e-healthcare cross-organizational process
Healthcare management involves many processes such as managing finances, staff, patients, legal
issues, logistics, inventory, etc. In the following section, we have identified important processes
of e-healthcare in the cross-organizational process which can lead to the identification of privacy
conflicts.
3.1.1 Patient Internal Process
The internal patient data collection and claimer definition process are shown in Figure 4. When
the insurance provider prepares a claim, he asks the patient to provide the blood pressure
measurement. We assume that patient uses some application where his data is stored. First, the
patient checks if the required data exists in his PHR and, if not, measures his blood pressure and
saves it in the system. Next, the patient retrieves the data from the system and, if data can be shared
with others, shares it with the insurance provider. For the simple reason, we do not consider the
processing of PHR that cannot be shared, also, the data privacy policy can be different from system
to system and is out of the current research scope.
3.1.2 Healthcare Provider Internal Process
The internal general practitioner data collection and claimer definition is an important process that
involves different cross-organizational stakeholders. The insurance provider prepares a claim, he
asks the general practitioner to provide the blood pressure measurement. The patient can record
his information using different IoT wearables which will lead to a non-standard format of data
causing data mismatch conflict.
3.1.3 Healthcare Professional Internal Process
The internal healthcare professional data collection and claiming process is one of the important
e-healthcare processes as it involves multiple entities from cross-organization. In this process, the
patient provides his medical personal data and allows access to a healthcare professional. When
12

the insurance provider prepares a claim, he asks the healthcare professional to provide the blood
pressure measurement. The healthcare professional has access to both PHR and EHR and shares
the information with the insurance provider.
3.1.4 Procedure for e-prescriptions for medicinal products
In e-health systems, one important workflow is prescription, which aids to improve patient safety,
better monitoring services, and quality of healthcare. Prescriptions are part of a patient’s treatment
and medical record history; it needs to be shared across different stakeholders within and across
organizations. The doctor writes prescriptions for the patient. Doctors and patients give access to
the e-prescription to pharmacies to prepare and send the correct and required dosage of prescribed
medicines to the patient.
3.1.5 Sharing Laboratory Test/Results Data
Suppose a patient monitors himself at home with different autonomous devices such as a smart
watch and components of a smart home such as air and water quality sensors, these devices collect
data about a patient's activities and ecological environment. The devices communicate with each
other sharing the data if needed. This data is being collected continuously enabling the feedback
loop for a healthcare professional who monitors the patient. In parallel, during the patient's visit to
a doctor, the latter creates EHR data that include laboratory test results and anamnesis.

3.2 Requirements for the Patient-centric PHR Collection and Processing
To define the requirements for the patient-centric PHR collection and processing, we provide in
Section 3.2.1 a value proposition for the designed system, its sub-goals, and actors. The defined
goals and actors are used to create a role and organizational model in Section 3.2.2 that describes
the responsibilities and constraints of individual roles in the system.
3.2.1 Goal Model of the Personal-Centric System
According to [83], analyzing the problem of this socio-technical domain can be performed by
using a goal model. The objective of goal models is to serve as a communication medium between
technical and non-technical stakeholders for generating understandable domain knowledge. To
achieve the goals, the derived system needs capacities or functions that are described as roles. We
use role models to present the relations between different roles defined in the derived system.
Figure 4 presents a goal model, comprising functional, quality, and both positive and negative
emotional goals with each functional goal decomposed into sub-goals hierarchically from top to
bottom. In the previous research [48], the authors used goal models in the context of requirement
engineering. We use the notation described in [82] where the heart, cloud, and parallelogram
shapes represent the emotional, quality, and functional goals respectively.
The value proposition is prevented disease related to an individual who feels self-motivated and
expects to be informed and empowered during the whole preventive process. The system provides
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advantages to the individual to prevent disease in the future. The sub-goals: provide home care in
a trustable manner, provide ambulatory care, provide insurance performed by an insurance
provider, and onboard stakeholder performed by an acceptor agent.
The onboard stakeholder goal is required for the stakeholders to participate in the crossorganizational process. Both, a healthcare specialist, and a general practitioner submit medical
cases to the insurance provider for requesting claims. The first comprises two further sub-goals,
namely monitoring health status performed by the smart-hub agent and keeping a healthy lifestyle
that involves the role of a health professional.
The latter uses the system if feels that he is confident in the system, can take professional decisions,
and is not overloaded with the system complexity. Finally, both patients and health professionals
can propose insurance claimers based on their internal decision rules.
The monitor health status goal has three sub-goals: create PHR based on the collected data of two
agents: smart watch and air quality home sensor, analyze PHR with the minimal participation of
an individual, and share PHR that processes the interoperable and up-to-date information securely.
Created PHR is integrable so that it can be shared with other stakeholders. Individuals worry about
data misuse when sharing PHR. To keep a healthy lifestyle goal includes two sub-goals: provide
health guidelines and assess current lifestyle. Guidelines should be personalized and usable for the
patient.
The goal provides ambulatory care involves the role of a general practitioner who is afraid to be
replaced by the tool and requires feeling professional and not overloaded. The goal has three subgoals: create EHR that is integrable, accept shared PHR, and conduct a medical diagnosis. When
accepting PHR, a general practitioner has concerns about shared data accuracy. Medical data often
is stored in different standards and has different contexts led to semantic heterogeneity.
Standardization of the PHR and EHR data helps to avoid that. Also, such a standardization
simplifies PHR- and EHR processing. The acceptance of PHR should be secure, integrable, and
usable. A general practitioner can also propose an insurance claimer based on the internal decision
rules.
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Figure 5. The goal model for the personal-centric system.

The provide insurance goal has five sub-goals: collect data, authenticate, merge data, prepare a
claim, and resolve claimer conflict. The collected data is used during the claim preparation and
requires authentication for data sources in the cross-organization process. To prepare a claim the
insurance provider is required to merge data transparently and merge data conflict if present. As
every stakeholder has its own business rules defining the claimer, the insurance provider needs to
resolve claimer conflict if such occurs.
3.2.2 Role and Organization Model
The goal model defines the value proposition of the derived system. Role models represent the
responsibilities and constraints of individual roles required by the system. In socio-technical
systems, both human- and manmade agents have responsibilities. In [52], the authors notice that
positions in organizations are described in terms of responsibilities and constraints.
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Figure 5 depicts an organizational model for a system consisting of humans and autonomous smart
devices that communicate with each other without human intervention [77]. This organizational
model includes control and peer relationships. A patient creates PHR from data collected by
autonomous smart agents, i.e., a smart watch and an air-quality home sensor that communicate
with each other as peers. To simplify the creation of PHR that is collected by different smart
devices, we propose a smart-hub component that represents the interface for the patient and the
doctor who does not need to communicate with each device directly. A smart hub controls the
autonomous smart devices and provides the patient with the data used when creating PHR. The
patient shares PHR with the healthcare professional while being treated by the general practitioner.

Figure 6. Organizational model of PHR creation and sharing processes.

3.3 Privacy conflicts in e-health cross-organizational processes
In e-healthcare cross-organizational processes, multiple stakeholders are involved and collaborate.
Cross-organizational communication can be a potential point of conflict. Below mentioned figure
7 gives a better understanding of conflict lifecycle and the explains the approach used in research
[60] for conflict identification and classification:
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Figure 7. Conflict Resolution Lifecycle

The first step in the process of conflict resolution lifecycle is to identify the conflict type, origin,
and its impact on the rest of the components. Once the conflicts are identified next phase is to
implement a conflict resolution strategy. In this research, we defined five conflicts using the
techniques identified in research [60] when integrating PHR and EHR which are mentioned in the
given below sub-section.
3.3.1 Data Collection Conflict
First, a privacy conflict occurs when the patient collects data during home monitoring. The use of
wearable devices and PHR systems that store collected data can be vulnerable to stealing the data
by unauthorized persons.
3.3.2 Transparency of Internal Processes to External Stakeholders
A privacy conflict occurs after PHR is shared with a family doctor, integrated with EHR, and then
shared by the doctor with external stakeholders. The internal processes of healthcare providers are
not transparent to the patient and thus, result in inappropriate use of the patient's information.
3.3.3 Integrity Conflict Across Different Processes
An integrity conflict occurs when PHR flows through different processes and can be modified by
the different stakeholders in a cross-organizational structure. Then, a consistency conflict exists
when the family doctor accepts or rejects shared PHR before the integration with EHR.
3.3.4 Data Consistency Conflict
A data-consistency conflict occurs when the family doctor decides to accept or reject shared PHR
before integrating it with EHR. A doctor can wrongfully reject the correct data due to perceived
unreliability, or the uselessness of the healthcare plan. The decision of a doctor is based on the
respective healthcare provider and national regulations and results in conflicting medical and
administrative rules. Finally, the consistency conflict occurs when the insurance provider receives
claims from both the healthcare professional and the doctor who provide different data in the
insurance claim.

3.4 Conclusion
Chapter 3 focused on the first research question of how to identify privacy conflicts in the e-health
cross-organizational processes. In first section 3.1, to answer the first sub-research question we
defined disease prevention as the main process which can have possible privacy conflicts because
of data exchange and communication among different systems i.e patient-, healthcare provider-,
healthcare professional, and insurance. Next section 3.2 identifies the requirements for conflict
identification with the goal model and these requirements include insurance provision and
transparently merging healthcare data. Finally, in section 3.3 we have defined data collection
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conflict, transparency of internal processes to external stakeholders, integrity conflict across
different processes, and data consistency conflict.
The first section of the chapter corresponds to the first sub-research question (SRQ-1) where we
identify important processes for cross-organizational e-health that can be used as pilot ones for
adopting blockchain technology. Such processes are person-centric and focus on disease
prevention, a better quality of life, and healthcare insurance involving different stakeholders from
the healthcare ecosystem i.e doctors, patients, healthcare professionals, and insurance providers.
Next, we provide a more detailed set of requirements for outlined processes that address the second
sub-question SRQ-2. Since the AOM goal model lacks emotional-, and blockchain context, we
extended our goal model with emotional-, and tokenized goals. Requirement definition highlights
patients’ concerns while sharing personal data and lack of trust towards medical data created by
other stakeholders.
Finally, the last section answers the third sub-research question (SRQ-3), where we identify
privacy conflicts i.e data collection, transparency, integrity, and consistency that exist during
healthcare data integration and sharing. To identify resolution techniques, the definition of privacy
is required as an initial step. As we used the conflict resolution strategy from research [60] because
the literature review showed that it is a relevant approach for categorizing the conflicts and impact
analysis which results in the selection of top priority conflicts.
To conclude this chapter, it can be said that the extension of the goal model that has been done in
this research is helpful to identify privacy-oriented processes. Thus, this approach can be useful
for the development of blockchain-based e-health systems on a larger scale. Developing healthcare
services requires privacy conflict resolution techniques. While identifying privacy conflicts usage
of conflict resolution strategy previously used in Service-oriented cloud computing for virtual
enterprises proves to be relevant in healthcare cross-organizational processes as well.
In this research, we only have selected important processes due to limit and scope constraints,
however, for future work multiple processes can be selected and conflicts related to them should
be identified for resolution. Process selection can be done by interviewing or taking a hospital
onboard to have real-life processes and existing conflicts.
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4 Privacy Conflicts Resolution in PHR & PHR between Patients
and Healthcare Providers
Modern information technologies are increasingly being used in healthcare to the quality of
medical services and reduce costs. Internet of Things is one of the leading technology and hot
topics for researchers, and technology specialists. Internet of Things (IoT) has revolutionized the
healthcare sector by providing IoT-based healthcare wearables which improve patients’ lifestyles
and help in preventive disease management. As patient uses different devices to record his medical
data, which leads to different conflicts as identified in section 2.3. In this chapter, privacy conflict
resolution techniques will be identified which can help to resolve the identified conflicts. In
Section 4.1, the literature review is performed to study existing decentralized techniques for
privacy conflict resolution. Next, section 4.2 describes the approach used in this research to map
privacy-conflict techniques to a decentralized healthcare ecosystem.

4.1 Existing Decentralized privacy conflict-resolution techniques
To explore what existing techniques are being used to resolve the conflicts we performed the
literature review and found very limited research using blockchain-based privacy conflict
resolution for the healthcare domain. Research [67] proposes an architecture for a smart e-health
gateway that not only reads but also processes the gathered medical data. Research [60] follows
the conflict-management lifecycle mentioned in the previous section’s figure 7 and provides a
conflict resolution technique for virtual enterprises. Research [60] defined conflict strategies as the
combination of conflict type and collaboration sub-patterns. Conflict resolution starts with setting
up business rules which cause conflict. During conflict resolution, it is determined which business
rules will be removed or overwritten to resolve the conflict.
Research [91] considered Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) for decision making,
which are based on the concept of running both commercial and non-commercial enterprises
without following a traditional management structure. Execution of inter-organizational business
process is executed by blockchain smart contracts that result in decentralized autonomous
organizations (DAOs) [91]. DAO's rules and regulations are also stored on the blockchain to keep
rules transparent to the stakeholders. As DAOs provide significant results in terms of decision
making and performance is the reason to select the usage in current research to resolve the privacy
conflict and extended to the healthcare business processes in a cross-organizational context.

4.2 Criteria for the decentralized privacy-conflicts resolution techniques
In this research, we map the privacy-conflict resolution approach technique presented in [60] into
a decentralized healthcare ecosystem that includes autonomous smart devices and collaboration
between them as described in [68]. To resolve privacy conflicts during the integrated health-data
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processing, we extend the conflict ontology defined in [91] using the Prot ́eg ́e tool11 together with
the Web Ontology Language (OWL)12 [81]. The ontology that describes contract-based business
processes and include conflicts together with their reasons (internal business rules) and possible
consequences (remedies).
The processing of integrated EHR and PHR in the cross-organizational processes requires an
ontology definition to simplify the definition of contracts used between stakeholders in the crossorganizational process and to simplify the PHR and EHR data heterogeneity. As the conflictresolution techniques are based on the contract's legal aspects and data involved, the ontology is
also useful for defining such techniques as smart-contract blockchain technology.
To present conflict-resolution techniques, we provide the integrated e-health ontology that extends
the previous research [91] and includes the ideas about legal contracts. In this research [91], they
proposed to consider DAOs as Virtual Enterprises (VEs), where each enterprise is a collaborating
part of a peer-to-peer network and is governed by smart contracts that constrain the behavior of
each enterprise. Each enterprise is a decentralized, self-organized network, and works
autonomously on the blockchain. In the context of DAOs, enterprises are the peers or agents which
provide specific functions for collaboration. DAOs are defined with Smart Contracts and use peerto-peer serverless computing providing a loosely coupled collaboration. Research [91] also
represents the verified common smart-contract languages (SCL) ontology to specify different types
of legally binding collaborative smart contracts. The ontology is developed with the Protégé tool13
for systematic knowledge acquisition [87]. We present the most relevant ontology concepts such
as smart contracts, rights and obligations, and healthcare information with separate diagrams.

11

https://protege.stanford.edu/
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL
13
https://protege.stanford.edu/
12
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Figure 8. Upper level for the smart-contract ontology in e-health.

Figure 8 defines the upper level for the smart-contract ontology and based on the ontology defined
in [42], the contract is an agreement between one, or more contracting parties that are represented
in our running case as a patient, general practitioner, healthcare professional, and insurance
provider. Both general practitioners and healthcare professionals are health specialists. Each
contracting party has a role that defines its accepted activities and authority. As the ontology of
this research focuses on the healthcare domain, each contracting party has medical information
including medical guidelines and PHR and EHR as health records. In our running case, the contract
is limited to the health insurance- and personal health-data usage contracts and has terms and
conditions that include obligations, rights, prohibitions, and time frames that need to be agreed
upon by the contracting parties.
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Figure 9. Healthcare obligations and rights.

Figure 9 focuses on obligations and rights for healthcare contracts. For example, the patient's rights
include General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)14 and the Right Not to Know (RNTK) [44].
There are several obligations for a patient such as sharing personal information when having a
positive COVID-19 diagnosis that can include location, list of contacts, etc. Additionally, a patient
obligation may include mandatory vaccinations for visiting certain regions, e. g., visiting Africa
requires the yellow-fever vaccination or having a COVID-19 vaccination when traveling to
European countries. There are several possible conflicts available in our running case and several
possible remedies for a patient. For example, if GDPR or RNTK rights are violated, a patient can
ask for compensation and prepare a legal claim. On the other hand, if a patient violates obligations,
this may result in a state-issued fine, when not sharing required information with a national health
system when testing COVID-19 positive, or a lack of vaccinations arises for traveling to specific
regions. At the same time, obligations and rights comprise conflicts on a fundamental level in
healthcare, e.g., one of the basic humans right for free traveling is restricted due to the COVID-19
pandemic.15
The obligation of a general practitioner includes providing health services to everyone who needs
them, sharing the patient health information - and providing reports to public health services. The
general practitioner's rights enable the patient's information storage and -processing, selecting the
treatment, and setting the diagnosis. If a conflict occurs related to the rights, or obligations of a
general practitioner, there are several remedies available. First, a doctor can be fined or receives a
financial claim from a patient, or legal institution if he refuses to provide required healthcare
services. Legal institutions may also cancel the medical license for general practitioners in such
cases. The healthcare professional has a right to store and process a patient's information and share
14
15

https://www.gdpreu.org/
https://covid19.who.int/
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it with external providers if agreed by the patient. Additionally, the healthcare professional needs
to provide a health plan to the patient. In case the health plan is not provided or results in damage
to the patient's health, the patient may claim compensation and initiate a legal issue.

Figure 10. Healthcare-related information and activities.

Finally, the insurance provider has the right to ask for medical data from contracting parties and
deny payments if the case violates the terms and conditions agreed. The insurance provider's right
is to store and process medical data. The main obligation of the insurance provider is to perform
payouts. There are several remedies for the insurance provider. First, he may refuse to process the
claim payment if no agreed medical data is provided. If a contract's terms and conditions are
violated, the contracting parties may file a court case.
Figure 10 describes the concepts specific to the healthcare domain that are involved in the running
case's contracts. These include health information, behavior, and health knowledge. Health
specialists, both general practitioners, and healthcare professionals’ access medical information
that includes guidelines and health records. To provide healthcare services, a specialist requires
health knowledge that includes an understanding of risk- and diagnosis abilities as input for the
creation of a personalized health plan and treatment processes. In the previous research [92], we
define agents that can be both human and non-human. Agents are active participants of the
decentralized system, and their actions are based on their behavior. In our running case, e.g., a
patient has a lifestyle that includes healthy activities and dangerous habits such as smoking, alcohol
consumption, and extreme sports activities.
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Next, we use the proposed ontology for defining the privacy conflicts that arise between different
agents in the cross-organizational processes. We consider healthcare processes as contract-based
where all agents have their behavior, obligation, and rights assigned. The formal representation of
the privacy conflicts and the decentralized nature of the cross-organizational healthcare processes
result in developing the conflict-resolution techniques in the blockchain-based system.

4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed privacy resolution techniques. In the first section 4.1, where a
literature review is performed to find existing techniques that are used currently in decentralized
e-healthcare systems to resolve privacy or data sharing conflicts. In the next section 4.2, we defined
criteria for decentralized privacy resolution techniques with an ontology that describes contractbased business processes and includes conflicts together with their reasons (internal business rules)
and possible consequences (remedies).
The first section of the chapter corresponds to the first sub-research question (SRQ-1) we
performed a literature review of existing blockchain-based decentralized techniques in e-health
systems which helps to resolve the privacy conflicts. Existing approaches include the usage of an
architecture for a smart e-health gateway that not only reads but also processed the gathered
medical data conflict-management lifecycle to provide a conflict resolution technique for virtual
enterprises and defined conflict strategies which are a combination of conflict type and
collaboration sub-patterns.
The second section addresses the second sub-research question (SRQ-2) where we provided the
criteria for selecting the existing techniques from other technology domains for the healthcare
domain as there were no blockchain-based techniques for cross-organizational context in the
healthcare domain.
To conclude this chapter, a proposal to resolve the conflict using blockchain-based techniques
instead of the traditional way would provide a decentralized and autonomous solution with a high
degree of security and privacy. Currently, privacy-related conflicts are handled in a traditional way
that is not time and money efficient. Healthcare cross-organizational domain acquires its ontology
that must be customized according to healthcare needs. Cross-organizational processes we need to
have autonomous conflict resolution techniques based on different stakeholders, and goals.
In the current research, we do not consider healthcare data in detail, and we did not use a healthcare
specifier but rather used general data. Security threats and vulnerabilities related to the autonomous
approach can be taken for future work as they were not included in the scope of current research.
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5 Mapping the BPMN Designed e-Healthcare Processes to a
Blockchain System
The development of blockchain applications is complicated due to the immutability of smart
contracts and therefore requires proper design and testing in the early stage of development.
Research [67] proposes an architecture for a smart e-health gateway that not only reads but also
processes the gathered medical data. In this research, we map the privacy-conflict resolution
approach technique presented in [60] into a decentralized healthcare ecosystem that includes
autonomous smart devices and collaboration between them as described in [68].
We use a model-driven engineering (MDE) approach defined in research [59] to create well-tested
smart-contract code. In [59], the approach starts by defining the business process with BPMN
notation and then using the Lorikeet tool to translate the BPMN notation to the smart-contract
code. We design the insurance-claimer-definition process with BPMN notation in Figure 8. The
insurance-claimer-definition includes retrieving data from PHR and EHR data sources, their
integration, and filtering out noise data. We split the cross-organizational process of the claimer
definition into the three sub-processes: healthcare professional-, healthcare provider- and patientinternal decision-making process. Next, we present three internal processes with the BPMN
notation. Figure 11 describes the internal decision-making process for the patient based on the
business rules defined in Section 4. First, the patient checks if the requested data by the insurance
company exists in his PHR repository. If the requested data is missing, the patient measures the
blood pressure and saves new data in the PHR repository. Then, the patient retrieves it from the
PHR repository for sharing with other stakeholders of the cross-organizational process. Finally, to
propose the claimer, the value of the blood pressure is checked. If the blood pressure value is less,
or equal to 160, the patient proposes himself as a claimer. Otherwise, the healthcare provider is
proposed as a claimer. Figure 10 describes the internal decision-making process for the healthcare
provider, e.g., a hospital. First, the healthcare provider retrieves the illness (EHR) data from
external EHR systems that may be part of a hospital. After external EHR data is retrieved, this data
is converted to the healthcare provider's health-data standard and saved in its system. After external
data is imported to the healthcare provider's internal system, it is shared with the other stakeholders
of the cross-organizational process.
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Figure 11. Claimer-definition process for the insurance provider.

Figure 12. Patient-claimer internal decision process.

Finally, the healthcare provider's claimer proposal is based on the business rules defined in the
previous section. There are three possible proposals: patient, healthcare provider, and undefined
claimer. First, if the blood pressure value is less, or equal to 120, the patient is proposed as a
claimer. If the blood pressure value is more, or equal to 160, then the claimer is not proposed.
Finally, the healthcare provider is proposed as a claimer if the blood pressure value is between 120
and 160.
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Figure 13. Healthcare-provider claimer internal decision process.

Figure 13 describes the internal decision-making process for the healthcare professional. The main
difference between the patient- and healthcare provider. decision-making processes are that
healthcare professionals have access to both EHR and PHR data.
First, blood-pressure measurements are retrieved from PHR and EHR repositories in parallel. After
filtering out the noise data, the healthcare professional proposes the claimer. If the blood pressure
is less, or equal to 120, the patient is offered a claimer. If the blood pressure is between 120 and
160, the claimer is not defined. Finally, if the blood pressure is more than, or equal to 160, the
healthcare professional proposes himself as a claimer. The EHR and PHR integration part is based
on the previous research [48] and business rules for the claimer proposal are defined in Figure 13.

Figure 14. Healthcare professional claimer internal decision process.
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5.1 Architecture
Before the implementation of the proof-of-concept prototype, we define the architecture of the
system in Figure 15. There are different types of blockchain that support smart contracts. The
proposed system can be split into three layers: orchestration, choreography, and DAOs. The
orchestration layer communicates with stakeholders’ systems such as patients, hospitals,
healthcare providers, and insurance systems. Stakeholder’s authentication can be established by
designing Authcoin that offers M2X token economy, self-sovereign, configurable multi-challenge
set identity authentications for humans and machines that are managed with means of smart
contract blockchain technologies however, in the current prototype due to time constraints we
focused only on the design and implementation can be taken as future work. In our context we
propose the usage of Ethereum smart contracts for patient, hospital, and healthcare professional
systems and Polygon16 smart contracts for insurance provider systems. To enable interoperability
between different blockchain-based systems we use Polkadot. Polkadot enables scalability by
allowing specialized blockchains to communicate with each other in a secure, trust-free
environment. Polkadot serves as a foundational layer of a decentralized web, where users control
their data and are not limited by trust bounds within the network. For the DAO layer, we use
Ethereum smart contracts that provide simple voting mechanisms. The DAO voting algorithms are
out of scope in the current research.

Figure 15. The architecture of a proof-of-concept prototype.

16

https://polygon.technology
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We assume that stakeholders’ systems can be built on different blockchains such as Hyperledger,
EOS, Ethereum, and Tezos. The orchestration layer enables the communication between these
systems. The choreography layer integrates the different blockchain-based systems to enable the
cross-organizational process. In our proof-of-concept, we use Polkadot17 for integrating
stakeholders; blockchains. Finally, when there is a conflict occurs in the cross-organizational
process, it is propagated to the DAOs layer that implements the conflict resolution- and voting
mechanisms.

5.2 Technology Stack
As in section 4.1, we have defined the system architecture and we proposed the usage of Ethereum
smart contracts for patient, hospital, and healthcare professional systems and Polygon 18 smart
contracts for insurance provider systems. For interoperability, we have proposed the usage of
Polkadot. In the later sections, we have explained each of the selected technology and their
working architecture.
5.2.1 Ethereum and Solidity
Ethereum is a decentralized open-source blockchain-based platform for smart contracts. It is a
decentralized platform that creates a peer-to-peer network that securely executes and verifies a
smart contract. Smart contracts are application codes that allow participants to perform
transactions with each other without any dependency on a central authority. Some important
components of Ethereum are the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM), miner, mining, transaction,
block, account, consensus algorithm, smart contract, ethers, and gas.

Figure 16. The architecture of Ethereum Blockchain [93]

17
18

https://polkadot.network
https://polygon.technology
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A blockchain network consists of multiple nodes, nodes belonging to the miners. Nodes that are
not used for mining are known as EVMs. Miners manage their instance of the ledger and in case
if miner’s instance is different from other miners sync with the latest (ongoing) block to keep data
up to date. Each node is connected to another node on the network and uses a peer-to-peer protocol
to communicate with each other [93].
5.2.2 Solidity
Solidity is the dominating object-oriented programing language that is used to write smart
contracts for the Ethereum blockchain [94]. Solidity developed for Contracts maintains multiple
members of variables to represent and arrangements. It carries out multiple types of supporting
roles through the expediting Application Binary Interface and allows a secure and reliable process
for different platforms involved in settlement or agreement between two entities.
Solidity is statically typed and supports inheritance, libraries, and complex user-defined types
among other features. Solidity can be used for voting, crowdfunding, blind auctions, multisignature wallets, and many other applications19. Below given is a simple smart contract storage
code using solidity, which is quite like C++ and python.
Sample20
// SPDX-License-Identifier: GPL-3.0
pragma solidity >=0.4.16 <0.9.0;
contract SimpleStorage {
uint storedData;
function set(uint x) public {
storedData = x;
}
function get() public view returns (uint) {
return storedData;
}
}

5.2.3 Polygon
Polygon (MATIC) is one of the most ambitious cryptocurrency projects in recent history, which
has a high growth potential due to the increased demand for non-fungible tokens (NFT), various
decentralized finance (Defi) projects built on it, a project that provides extremely scalable with
high network speed for transactions. Polygon is one of the largest projects in the crypto industry,
originally designed to make transactions on the Ethereum blockchain much faster and cheaper than
on the main network. The Polygon network is designed, in essence, as a solution to the problems
associated with the Ethereum blockchain, the problem of Ethereum gas fees, which include high
19
20

https://soliditylang.org/
https://docs.soliditylang.org/
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transaction fees and general network congestion, while maintaining the security of the network.
Polygon aims to stimulate the mainstream adoption of cryptocurrencies by solving many of the
scalability issues found in many blockchain networks. However, the Polygon network is unique in
that it offers a second layer (layer 2) solution, which means that instead of making transactions on
the Ethereum network, Polygon processes them first. Two different types of chains can be built in
the Polygon ecosystem: Offline chains and secure chains. Autonomous chains can have their
consensus models and are therefore less secure than networks using the Ethereum consensus
model, but more flexible. Secure chains can be secured directly by Ethereum or by validators in
the Polygon ecosystem, making them more secure but less flexible than standalone chains.
Polygon's network architecture is unique in that it gives developers the ability to mix and match
different scaling features rather than choosing just one.
Execution Layer
Execution Envirnoment

Execution Logic

Polygon Network
Tx Collation

Consensus

Block Production

Security Layer
Validator mgt

Rewards

Shuffling

Validation

Ethereum Layer
Finality

staking

Disputes

Messaging

Figure 17. The architecture of Polygon

As Ethereum is used as the base layer for the Polygon chain, which provides high security but low
flexibility. In the security layer, Polygon provides a "validator as a service" feature, allowing
Polygon's validators to serve as chain consensus mechanisms. This is more flexible than using the
Ethereum layer but slightly less secure. The polygon network layer consists of independent
blockchain networks, where each network can support central functions, such as block creation
and transaction matching. For a polygon project, this layer is required to build the project. The
runtime layer is responsible for executing the transactions that run in the Polygon ecosystem. This
is a required layer for a polygon-based project for execution. In our prototype, we use Polygon as
it can overcome many of the barriers to scaling Ethereum with its unique framework that includes
both scalability and backward compatibility while maintaining security and user-friendliness.
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5.2.4 Polkadot
Polkadot is known as a “multi-chain network” that aims to connect various specialized blockchains
into a single integrated network. Polkadot is a protocol that connects different blockchains and
allows data to be sent over previously incompatible networks, for example. Bitcoin and Ethereum.
Blockchains that connect to Polkadot operate in parallel as so-called “parachains”. This allows
them to access the transaction verification and security of the Polkadot network. The Polkadot
network relies on proof of stake (PoS) to validate blocks. However, this is an oversimplification.
There are three main roles in the Polkadot content network: collector, nominator, and validator.

Figure 18. The architecture of Polkadot21

Figure 18 shows the architecture of the Polkadot network. Nominators are DOT token holders that
choose the validators on the Polkadot network. They do this by staking (locking) their DOT with
the validator of their choice and can gain new tokens for providing this service. Validators are
objects that validate evidence provided by sorters on the network. They participate in consensus
with other validators on the network by staking their DOT tokens and the tokens of the nominators
who have chosen them. The network punishes unscrupulous players by reducing their DOT tokens
and thus encourages fair verification. The matches collect transaction data from parachains and
provide validators with proof that these calculations are correct. To do this, they maintain both a
full parachain node and a relay chain.

21

https://polkadot.network/
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5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we mapped the defined techniques to the decentralized e-health systems. First, we
defined the healthcare process with BPMN diagrams and propose multi-layered architecture. Next, we
defined the technology stack for the implementation of the e-health privacy conflict resolution
system. Finally, we proposed to implement DAO on the Ethereum blockchain.

In the first section, we use a model-driven engineering (MDE) approach defined in research [59]
to create a well-tested smart-contract code.
The next section answers the first sub-research question (SRQ-1) which proposes the layered
architecture of the proposed system. Layer one is an orchestration to enable the communication
between patients and healthcare providers and healthcare professionals. Choreography is the
second layer for the integration of different blockchain-based systems to enable the crossorganizational insurance process. In case of conflict in the choreography layer, we use a third layer
based on Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) which uses voting mechanisms as a
conflict resolution technique to improve the performance of healthcare services.
The next section addresses the second sub-research question (SRQ-2) where we defined the
technology stack for the implementation of the e-health privacy conflict resolution system. For the
implementation of such a system in this research we propose to use smart contracts based on
Ethereum, and polygon blockchains and to enable interoperability we propose to use polkadot.
To conclude this chapter, it can be said that the proposed architecture can be implemented using
existing modeling techniques. From the proposed multi-layered architecture, it is possible to use
blockchain for privacy conflict resolution in cross-organization processes in e-health. Also, it does
not involve people in decision-making due to the usage of Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations (DAO). However, an algorithm needs to be agreed upon and developed by people.
Due to time and scope constraints in this research we only used two different blockchains to resolve
privacy conflicts however for future work, different blockchain networks will be tested to resolve
privacy conflicts in various health applications, which are currently being used in the healthcare
sector
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6 Proof-of-concept prototype implementation
In this chapter, we will explain the implementation process for a proof-of-concept prototype. We
have selected a running scenario to explain the end-to-end process which has been handled in the
prototype for better understanding. Frist section 6.1 discusses the design and development of the
prototype. Application flow and user interfaces for different users and application components are
also explained in detail. Next, in section 6.2 research provides process evaluation using the formal
Colored Petri Nets (CPN) model which aids to detect and eliminate design flaws and issues related
to privacy and security. In next section 6.3, Research focuses on the formal conflict simulation and
identification of different types of conflicts that occur when the stakeholders in the crossorganization process. Finally in section 6.4, state-space analysis for CPN models of the processes.
The state-space analysis describes the behavior of the system, such as the absence of deadlocks,
the possibility of always being able to reach a given state, and the guaranteed delivery of a given
service.

6.1 Prototype Design and Development
In this research, we have proposed the design and development of a proof-of-concept prototype.
This prototype has three major blockchain-based components. The first component is a patient
app, which is used by the patients to add their medical health records. The second is the doctor’s
app where the doctor and patient health records. Finally, the third component is Health Insurance
Provider. For implementation purposes, we have selected one scenario of adding a patient’s blood
pressure reading. The patient adds his blood pressure reading and saves it to the blockchain which
is and then resolves the conflict
6.1.1 Patient App
Patient application is the first component of the prototype which is an interface provided for the
patient to add his record. The application consists of the smart contract which is deployed to
Ethereum Blockchain using Rospten test Network. A virtual MetaMask wallet browser extension
is used which interacts with the Ethereum blockchain and allows to access the Ethereum wallet.
To deploy our smart contract on the Testnet, we used fake ETH. For the Ethereum development
environment, we used Hardhat which compiles smart contracts and runs them on a test
development network. In the patient app, we have selected simple patient activity of adding blood
pressure reading using the patient app. Following is the step-by-step flow of the patient application.
6.1.1.1 Adding Blood Pressure Reading
Figure 19 is the first screen where the patient can see his previously added blood pressure readings
and input to add updated reading.
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Figure 19. Patient App View - Adding Blood Pressure Reading

6.1.1.2 Confirmation of Posting Blood Pressure Reading
Once the user has connected the virtual wallet and confirmed the transaction after processing of
transaction on the blockchain user can view the status and details on EhterScan.

Figure 20. Patient App View - Confirmation of Posting Blood Pressure Record
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6.1.1.3 Record Updated Confirmation
In the patient app, the user can also see the recently added blood pressure reading which confirms
his record has been added successfully.

Figure 21. Patient App View - Posted Blood Pressure Reading

6.1.2 Doctor App
Doctor application is the second component of the prototype which is an interface provided to
doctors to add patient records. The application consists of a smart contract that is deployed to
Polygon Blockchain using Polygon Mumbai Testnet Network. Polygon is a framework and
protocol which is used to build and compile blockchain networks that are Ethereum compatible.
A virtual MetaMask wallet browser extension is used which interacts with the Polygon blockchain
and allows to access the Polygon wallet. To deploy our smart contract on the Testnet, we used fake
MATIC. For the development environment, we used Hardhat which compiles smart contracts and
runs them on a test development network. In the doctor app, we have selected on simple doctor’s
activity of adding blood pressure reading for the patients using the doctor App. Following is the
step-by-step flow of the doctor’s application.
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6.1.2.1 Adding Blood Pressure Reading
Figure 22 is the first screen where the doctor can see his previously added blood pressure readings
for the patient and add updated readings.

Figure 22. Patient App View - User's Last Record

6.1.2.2 Add New Blood Pressure Reading
Figure 23 shows the interface where the doctor adds new blood pressure readings.

Figure 23. Doctors View - Add New Blood Pressure Reading
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6.1.2.3 Wallet selection for Posting Transaction
Figure 24 shows the selection of accounts with Test MATIC and confirmation of readings.

Figure 24. Doctor App View - Wallet selection for Posting Transaction

6.1.2.4 Confirmation of Posting Blood Pressure Reading
Once Doctor has connected the virtual wallet and confirmed the transaction, after processing of
transaction on the blockchain user can view the status and details on the polygonscan.

Figure 25. Doctor App View - Confirmation of Posting Blood Pressure Record
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6.1.2.5 Record Updated Confirmation
In the doctor app, they can also see the recently added blood pressure reading which confirms the
record has been added successfully.

Figure 26. Doctor App- View - Posted Blood Pressure Reading

6.1.3 Healthcare Insurance Provider
The third component of the prototype is Healthcare Insurance Provider. As Polkadot uses
parachain, which is an application-specific data structure. They introduced the concept of
parallelized chains, which means they can parallelize the processing of the transaction and provide
scalability to the Polkadot system.22 We developed an application-specific blockchain-based
module with the Substrate framework. Substrate SDK is selected to build the parachain for the
healthcare insurance provider module. Substrate uses some predefined node template to create a
blockchain network along with some predefined user accounts and balances.
The Healthcare Insurance Provider module runs as a backend local node. The interface for creating
and deploying the contract is predefined when you use a substrate node template and create a
contract project however, it is possible to update the contract according to the application needs.
In this research, we used the default contract and updated it according to the running case of blood
pressure readings.

22

https://wiki.polkadot.network/docs/learn-parachains
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6.2

Evaluation

For the evaluation of a provided privity-oriented PHR- and EHR integration process, we design a
formal Colored Petri Nets (CPN) [86] model to detect and eliminate eventual design flaws, missing
specifications, security, and privacy issues. We expand the collaboration scenario of Section 2.1
for a simulation using CPN so that also the conflict scenario is part of the quantitatively simulatable
model. We evaluate our model in two ways. First, the original model is evaluated with simulation
in CPN Tools, where we ensure that all initial tokens reach the unique end state of the model.
Then, we perform the state-space analysis for the external layer of the model. The basic idea
underlying state spaces is to compute all reachable states and state changes of the CPN model and
represent these as a directed graph where nodes represent states and arcs represent occurring
events. The state-space analysis describes the behavior of the system, such as the absence of
deadlocks, the possibility of always being able to reach a given state, and the guaranteed delivery
of a given service [88].

6.3 Formal Conflict Simulation
Table 1 lists the colors used for the collaboration scenario. There are two distinct parts to the CPN
model. First, the External Layer shows how Patient, Healthcare professionals, and General
practitioners collaborate in a cross-organizational environment when collecting medical data and
providing it to the Insurance Provider. At the beginning of the collaboration, there is a process ID
specified and represented as a p variable. Process ID identifies a collaboration case in the External
Layer where the conflict occurs. In the Conflict Management Layer communication between
different agents solving the conflict is shown. In the CPN model, there are five agents as Insurance
Agent, General Practitioner Agent, Healthcare Professional Agent, Patient Agent, and Broadcast
Agent. Agents propose claimer options such as patient, hospital, or healthcare professional. Agents
have their internal business rules that define who is the claimer and if they have different opinions
then they exchange the alternative opinions until reaching a consensus. If the decision of some
agent needs to be propagated to more than one agent, then it is done by Broadcast Agent. The
proposed claimers are represented by token colors such as pClaimer, gClaimer, hClaimer, and
iClaimer. The alternative proposals have their token colors such as paClaimer, gaClaimer,
haClaimer, and iaClaimer.
The second type of conflict occurs when the stakeholders in the cross-organization process provide
the medical data collected from different data sources. The insurance provider prepares a claim
based on blood pressure measurement in our running example and, thus, there should be only one
measurement that all stakeholders agree with. The agents in the Conflict Management Layer
manage the medical data conflicts as well as the claimer conflicts. The proposed values are
represented with different token colors such as pmSuggested, gSuggested, pSuggested, and
hpSuggested.
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Color

Meaning

dataShared

Condition for sharing the personal data

dataExists

A condition that states if requested data is present or not

hSuggested

Blood pressure measurement suggested by the healthcare professional
to be included in a claim

pgmt

Blood pressure measurement agreed upon by both patient and general
practitioner

pmSuggested

Patient measurement proposed by Patient Agent after conflict
resolution

gSuggested

Blood pressure measurement suggested by the general practitioner to
be included in a claim

pSuggested

Blood pressure measurement suggested by the patient to be included
in a claim

hpSuggested

Healthcare provider measurement proposed by Healthcare Provider
Agent after conflict resolution

gmSuggested

General practitioner measurement proposed by General Practitioner
Agent after conflict resolution

pPriority

Patient’s priority for the claimer claim type

pClaimer

Claimer defined by the patient

gClaimer

Claimer defined by the general practitioner

hClaimer

Claimer defined by the healthcare professional

iClaimer

Claimer defined by the insurance provider

paClaimer

Claimer alternative defined by the patient

gaClaimer

Claimer alternative defined by the general practitioner

haClaimer

Claimer alternative defined by the healthcare professional

iaClaimer

Claimer alternative defined by the insurance provider
Table 1. Colors in the CPN model
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Due to page limitations, we split the overall CPN model and present here patient-, healthcare
provider, and general practitioner process snippets of the running case. The process snippets are
implemented as subpages in the CPN model. Each internal process has an entry state called Start
and an end state called End. The simplified internal business processes of Patients, General
practitioners, and Healthcare professionals connect with the business process of Insurance
providers through ports (places) labeled with Pat start, Pat out, GP start, GP out, H start, and H
out. These places conceptually map so-called conjoint states.
For adhering to the WF-net formalism in CPNs, we use the token p from Table 1 as process ID for
identifying a one case instantiating. Blood pressure measurement, as well as a proposed claimer
for the insurance provider, join as additional token colors ranked behind p to form an external color
tuple. In the CPN model, we express databases supplying process data as additional places.
Differently to places of WF-net and the conjoinment places that cannot contain more than one
token at a time belonging to the same process, places expressing database have no boundedness
limitations with the second part of the CPN model on a higher hierarchy level as explained below,
port places are needed in the WF-net. The second part of the CPN model, in Figure XX, on a higher
hierarchy level interfaces through the port places with the lower level where the WF- net-based
service collaboration resides.
This second higher level comprises five model-subsets that map a real-life system instantiation to
conflict-management agents. The following sections describe the internal data collection processes
and claimer definition for the patient, general practitioner, and healthcare professional.
6.3.1 Patient Internal Process
The internal patient data collection and claimer definition process are shown in Figure 19. When
the insurance provider prepares a claim, he asks the patient to provide the blood pressure
measurement. We assume that patient uses some application where his data is stored. First, the
patient checks if the required data exists in his PHR and, if not, measures his blood pressure and
saves it in the system. Next, the patient retrieves the data from the system and, if data can be shared
with others, shares it with the insurance provider. For the simple reason, we do not consider the
processing of PHR that cannot be shared, also, the data privacy policy can be different from system
to system and is out of the current research scope. There is a business rule for the patient’s decision
of a claimer in the process defining the patient as a claimer if the blood pressure value is less than
160 and the hospital in the other case.
6.3.2 Healthcare Provider Internal Process
The internal general practitioner data collection and claimer definition process are shown in Figure
19. When the insurance provider prepares a claim, he asks the general practitioner to provide the
blood pressure measurement. In the case of a general practitioner, we assume that he has access
only to EHR as this data is gathered and managed by healthcare providers.
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Figure 27. Healthcare provider internal process snippet of the running case

First, the general practitioner retrieves medical data from external systems. These can be other
hospital systems or the national system that general practitioners have access to. Next, external
EHR data is converted to the internal standard of the general practitioner’s system and saved. After
the data is saved, it is retrieved for sharing with the insurance provider. Again, we omit the data
privacy setup process and consider sharing data with the insurance provider. The claimer is defined
according to the general practitioner business rule defined in Figure 20: if blood pressure
measurement is less or equal to 120, then the patient is defined as a claimer and otherwise hospital.
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Figure 28. Healthcare provider internal process snippet of the running case

6.3.3 Healthcare Professional Internal Process
The internal healthcare professional data collection and claimer definition processes are described
in Fig. 21. When the insurance provider prepares a claim, he asks the healthcare professional to
provide the blood pressure measurement. The healthcare professional has access to both PHR and
EHR. We use the PHR and EHR integration process described in the previous paper [92] as a
foundation for the healthcare professional internal process in the CPN model.
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Figure 29. Healthcare professional internal process snippet of the running case

First, healthcare professional checks PHR and EHR repositories in parallel for the required data.
We consider that data is shared according to the privacy regulations and leave the data-sharing
mechanism out of scope in this thesis. When data is gathered, the noise data is filtered out. The
validation for blood pressure measurement is based on the healthcare professional policy and is
not detailed in this thesis. After filtering out noise data, the PHR or EHR is shared with the
insurance provider. The healthcare professional defines the claimer according to the business rules
defined in Figure 6. If blood pressure measurement is less than or equal to 120, the patient is
defined as a claimer. If blood pressure measurement is more than or equal to 160, then a healthcare
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professional is defined as a claimer. Business rules of the healthcare professional do not cover
other measurement values.

6.4 State-Space Analysis
For evaluation, we performed state-space analysis for the external layer of the model which
presents the state-space analysis results of the corresponding CPN models of the processes. The
state-space analysis describes the behavior of the system, such as the absence of deadlocks, the
possibility of always being able to reach a given state, and the guaranteed delivery of a given
service [88]. The basic idea underlying state spaces is to compute all reachable states and state
changes of the CPN model and represent these as a directed graph where nodes represent states
and arcs represent occurring events.
While performing the state-space analysis, using the CPN model for all processes was used to
calculate all the reachable states and state transitions. As we have limited process in this research
which prevented state explosion and it was feasible to perform a full computational verification of
the defined CPN model. After state calculation, a direct graph is presented, which contains nodes
corresponding to the set of all reachable markings whereas arcs are linked to the occurring binding
elements [95]. These graphs helped to derive all the properties of the CPN model and system. To
perform the state-space analysis, we used the pre-built functionalities of CPN tools23 . Based on
the directed graph, we also calculated the Strongly Connected Components (SCC) graph which
showed that there are 79 nodes and 84 arcs.
Loops

Home Markings

No

No

Dead Marking
Yes

Dead transitions
No

Live transitions
No

Table 2. State-Space Analysis for Evaluation

As shown in Table 2, there were no loops that represent the absence of infinite occurrences of the
execution path and ensure the completion of the module. Also, from the result of the state-space
analysis it can be seen there are no home markings. A Home marking is a marking that can be
reached from any other reachable marking, which means that it is not possible to have a sequence
of occurrences that cannot be extended to reach the home marking. Dead markings are detected in
the analysis results and the cause is either customized input values or purposely deactivating some
parts of the CPN Model that prevent a state-space explosion. The presence of dead marking ensures
the completion/termination of executable action at a specified point which prevents infinite
runtime. As the results indicate the presence of dead marking, so it is certain that there was no
live transition. Live transition means we can always find an occurrence sequence that contains a
transition from any reachable marking [95]. However, there are no dead transitions. A transition
is dead if there is no reachable marking that allows the transition. Following are the details results
23

http://cpntools.org/
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for full state-space analysis which are available to view in the git repository mentioned in
Appendix 9.2 and 9.3.
Boundedness Properties
Best Integer
ExternalLayer'GP_end
ExternalLayer'GP_out
ExternalLayer'GP_start
ExternalLayer'HP_end
ExternalLayer'HP_out
ExternalLayer'HP_start
ExternalLayer'IP_a
ExternalLayer'IP_b
ExternalLayer'IP_c
ExternalLayer'IP_d
ExternalLayer'IP_e
ExternalLayer'IP_f
ExternalLayer'P_end
ExternalLayer'P_out
ExternalLayer'P_start
ExternalLayer'Uniqueue_end
ExternalLayer'uniqueue_start
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Data_filtering
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'HP_b
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'HP_b1
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_Bp_Measurem
ents_from_hospital
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_Bp_Measurem
ents_from_patient
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_a1
Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_c
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'External_data
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a1
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a2
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b1
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b2
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'Internal_data
Healthcare_provider_internal_process'Process_ID
Patient_internal_process'Data_existance
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Bounds
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Upper
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Lower
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2

Patient_internal_process'New_data
Patient_internal_process'PHR_Repository
Patient_internal_process'P_1
Patient_internal_process'P_d1
Patient_internal_process'P_e
Patient_internal_process'p12
Patient_internal_process'p13
Patient_internal_process'p_11

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 3. State-Space Analysis Results of Boundedness Properties

Upper Multiset Bounds
Best

Upper

Multi-set

ExternalLayer'GP_end

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'GP_out

1

1`(1,((1,120.0) 1`(1,((10,118.
,EHR))++
0),EHR))

ExternalLayer'GP_start

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'HP_end

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'HP_out

1

1`(1,((14,130.
0),EHR))

ExternalLayer'HP_start

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'IP_a

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'IP_b

1

1`(1,((1,2.0),P
HR))++

1`(1,((1,125.0
),PHR))

ExternalLayer'IP_c

1

1`(1,((1,2.0),P
HR))++

1`(1,((1,125.0
),PHR))

ExternalLayer'IP_d

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'IP_e

1

1`(1,((20,134.
0),PHR))

ExternalLayer'IP_f

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'P_end

1

1`1
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Bounds

ExternalLayer'P_out

1

1`(1,(1,2.0))+
+

ExternalLayer'P_start

1

1`1

ExternalLayer'Uniqueue_end

1

1`"claim"

ExternalLayer'uniqueue_start

1

1`1

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Data
_filtering

1

1`(1,((14,130.
0),EHR))

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'HP_
b

1

1`1

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'HP_
b1

1

1`(1,((1,125.0)
,PHR))

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_
Bp_Measurements_from_hospital

1

1`((14,130.0),t
rue)

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_
Bp_Measurements_from_patient

1

1`((1,125.0),tr
ue)

1`(1,(1,125.0)
)

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_a 1
1

1`1

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_c

1

1`(1,((14,130.
0),EHR))

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'External
_data

1

1`(10,118.0)

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a

1

1`(1,(1,120.0),
true)++

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a1

1

1`1

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a2

1

1`(1,(10,118.0
))

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b

1

1`(1,(1,120.0)) 1`(1,(10,118.
++
0))
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1`(1,(10,118.
0),true)

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b1

1

1`(1,(10,118.0
))

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b2

1

1`(1,(1,120.0)) 1`(1,(10,118.
++
0))

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'Internal_
data

1

1`((1,120.0),tr
ue)++

1`((10,118.0),
true)

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'Process_I 1
D

1`1

Patient_internal_process'Data_existance

1

1`false++

Patient_internal_process'New_data

1

1`(1,125.0)

Patient_internal_process'PHR_Repository

1

1`((1,2.0),true) 1`((1,125.0),t
++
rue)

Patient_internal_process'P_1

1

1`1

Patient_internal_process'P_d1

1

1`(1,(1,2.0))+
+

1`(1,(1,125.0)
)

Patient_internal_process'P_e

1

1`(1,(1,2.0))+
+

1`(1,(1,125.0)
)

Patient_internal_process'p12

1

1`1

Patient_internal_process'p13

1

1`(1,(1,125.0))

Patient_internal_process'p_11

1

1`1

1`true

Table 4. State-Space Analysis Results for Upper Multi-set Bounds

Lower Multiset Bounds
Best

Low
er

Multi-set

ExternalLayer'GP_end

1

empty

ExternalLayer'GP_out

1

empty

ExternalLayer'GP_start

1

empty
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Boun
ds

ExternalLayer'HP_end

1

empty

ExternalLayer'HP_out

1

empty

ExternalLayer'HP_start

1

empty

ExternalLayer'IP_a

1

empty

ExternalLayer'IP_b

1

empty

ExternalLayer'IP_c

1

empty

ExternalLayer'IP_d

1

empty

ExternalLayer'IP_e

1

empty

ExternalLayer'IP_f

1

empty

ExternalLayer'P_end

1

empty

ExternalLayer'P_out

1

empty

ExternalLayer'P_start

1

empty

ExternalLayer'Uniqueue_end

1

empty

ExternalLayer'uniqueue_start

1

empty

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Data_filtering

1

empty

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'HP_b

1

empty

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'HP_b1

1

empty

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_Bp_Measur
ements_from_hospital

1

1`((14,130.0)
,true)

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_Bp_Measur
ements_from_patient

1

1`((1,125.0),t
rue)

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_a1

1

empty

Healthcare_professional_internall_process'Hp_c

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'External_data

1

1`(10,118.0)
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Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a1

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_a2

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b1

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'GP_b2

1

empty

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'Internal_data

1

1`((1,120.0),t
rue)

Healthcare_provider_internal_process'Process_ID

1

empty

Patient_internal_process'Data_existance

1

1`false++

Patient_internal_process'New_data

1

1`(1,125.0)

Patient_internal_process'PHR_Repository

1

1`((1,2.0),tru
e)

Patient_internal_process'P_1

1

empty

Patient_internal_process'P_d1

1

empty

Patient_internal_process'P_e

1

empty

Patient_internal_process'p12

1

empty

Patient_internal_process'p13

1

empty

Patient_internal_process'p_11

1

empty

1`tru
e

Table 5. State-Space Analysis Results for Lower Multi-set Bounds

6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, for the formal validation of proposed novel architectural concepts, a Colored Petri
Net model is provided covering privity-oriented PHR and EHR integration process. We used a
formal Colored Petri Nets (CPN) model in two ways. First, to evaluate simulation in CPN Tools,
where we ensure that all initial tokens reach the unique end state of the model. Then, we performed
the state-space analysis for the external layer of the model. The evaluation results were satisfactory
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which showed the absence of deadlocks and data leaks in the model. We just performed a formal
evaluation we do not evaluate the prototype, in respect of user feedback and technical prospect
and, we only mocked one scenario in the proposed prototype which leaves a space for future work
to handle multiple running cases. And provide an evaluation of running cases. We do not consider
the security layer and patent identifier in the prototype itself and do not support multiple patients
and doctors also in a production-ready system in future work it needs to be added.
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7 Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis was to define a blockchain-based technique that helps to resolve
privacy conflicts in cross-organization processes for e-health systems. We have proposed a
blockchain-based technique to resolve the privacy conflict in the cross-organizational process in
the e-Health system. Previous research [96] proposes a blockchain-based health data exchange
framework that adequately solves the access control problems related to critical data storage in the
cloud. A permission-based blockchain system that only grants access to invited and therefore
verified users. In addition, to ensure data provenance, auditing, and secure traceability of medical
data, the authors use smart contracts and an access control mechanism in their other work [97] to
effectively track data behavior and recall access to violating organizations upon data permission
violations. Research [98] proposed a three-tier system: the data usage layer, the data management
layer, and the data storage layer. Unlike the above papers where the cloud is the storage
infrastructure, this paper proposes that the private blockchain plays the role of the cloud. In [99],
transactions are used to convey instructions such as storing, querying, and sharing data. The
authors combine blockchain and off-chain storage to create a privacy-focused identity
management platform. Research [96], provides a review of the latest biomedical/health
applications of blockchain technologies and discusses potential challenges and proposed solutions
for implementing blockchain technologies in the biomedical/health sector.
In contrast to the above works, which focus on health data sharing, [102] and [103] focus on other
issues. Research [102] proposes a blockchain-based architecture for precision medicine and
clinical trials. This paper explores blockchain-based system design starting from the medical field,
specifically precision medicine and clinical.
Existing work provides various frameworks for healthcare personal data exchange in blockchainbased e-health systems. They consider blockchain as an auxiliary tool for data exchange, and not
as a main for data storage, management, and exchange to resolve privacy conflicts. In addition,
these works do not provide a detailed solution for privacy conflicts that arise while using this
blockchain-based system in a cross-organizational process. We have proposed a blockchain-based
technique to resolve the privacy conflict in the cross-organizational process in the e-Health system
which has not been designed or developed in the previous research in this field.

7.1 Summary
To answer the main research question, we started with the identification of privacy conflicts in ehealth cross-organizational processes. First, we defined disease prevention as the main process
which can have possible privacy conflicts because of data exchange and communication among
different systems i.e patient-, healthcare provider-, healthcare professional, and insurance. Next,
we defined the requirements for conflict identification with the goal model and these requirements
include insurance provision and transparently merging healthcare data. Then we defined data
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collection conflict, transparency of internal processes to external stakeholders, integrity conflict
across different processes, and data consistency conflict.
After identifying privacy conflicts in health cross-organizational processes, we proposed privacy
resolution techniques. First, we perform a literature review of existing blockchain-based
decentralized techniques in e-health systems which helps to resolve the privacy conflicts. Existing
approaches include the usage of an architecture for a smart e-health gateway that not only reads
but also processed the gathered medical data conflict-management lifecycle to provide a conflict
resolution technique for virtual enterprises and defined conflict strategies which are the
combination of conflict type and collaboration sub-patterns. Next, we define criteria for
decentralized privacy resolution techniques with an ontology that describes contract-based
business processes and includes conflicts together with their reasons (internal business rules) and
possible consequences (remedies).
Finally, we map the defined techniques to the decentralized e-health systems. First, we defined the
healthcare process with BPMN diagrams and propose multi-layered architecture. Layer one is an
orchestration to enable the communication between patients and healthcare providers and
healthcare professionals. Choreography is the second layer for the integration of different
blockchain-based systems to enable the cross-organizational insurance process. In case of conflict in
the choreography layer, we use a third layer based on Decentralized Autonomous Organization
(DAO) which uses voting mechanisms as a conflict resolution technique. Next, we define the
technology stack for the implementation of the e-health privacy conflict resolution system. For the
implementation of such a system in this research we propose to use smart contracts based on
Ethereum, and polygon blockchains and to enable interoperability we propose to use polkadot.
Finally, we propose to implement DAO on the Ethereum blockchain.

For the formal validation of proposed novel architectural concepts, a Colored Petri Net model is
provided covering privity-oriented PHR and EHR integration process. We used a formal Colored
Petri Nets (CPN) model in two ways. First, to evaluate simulation in CPN Tools, where we ensure
that all initial tokens reach the unique end state of the model. Then, we performed the state-space
analysis for the external layer of the model. The evaluation results were satisfactory which showed
the absence of deadlocks and data leaks in the model.
To conclude this research, it can be said that the extension of the goal model that has been done in
this research is helpful to identify privacy-oriented processes and the development of blockchainbased e-health systems on a larger scale. Developing healthcare services requires privacy conflict
resolution techniques. While identifying privacy conflicts usage of conflict resolution strategy
previously used in Service-oriented cloud computing for virtual enterprises proved to be relevant
in healthcare cross-organizational processes as well.
Unlike the traditional way of resolving privacy conflicts, Blockchain-based privacy conflict
resolution techniques provide a decentralized and autonomous solution with a high degree of
security, privacy, and performance. Healthcare cross-organizational domain acquires its ontology
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that must be customized according to healthcare needs. Cross-organizational processes we need to
have autonomous conflict resolution techniques based on different stakeholders, and goals.
From the proposed multi-layered architecture, it is possible to use blockchain for privacy conflict
resolution in cross-organization processes in e-health. Different blockchains can be used for
different sources of creating medical data by different stakeholders i.e patients, doctors, and
healthcare providers. To provide interconnectivity and interoperability between different
blockchains, Polkadot or similar platforms can be implemented according to the healthcare
systems. Implementation of Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) on the blockchain
with predefined behavior and business rules in smart contract logic helps in decision making. Also,
it does not involve people in decision-making due to the usage of Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations (DAO). However, the algorithm needs to be agreed upon and developed by people.

7.2 Limitations
During this thesis research and development of the prototype, we had challenges and limitations
related to blockchains as has decentralized nature of blockchain creates a new concept of a token
economy where the community’s income can be shared between real content producers and service
users who create value. In this current research, we do not focus on token economy, so the aspects
of token economy and transaction cost will not be covered. As maintaining privacy in user data is
very important and failure to do this leads to implications related to legal sectors which are not
covered in this research, so acceptance of proposed techniques depends on the country’s legal law
and hospital legal compliance. Due to the scope limitation of the master’s thesis, an initial
prototype will be prepared, however, this prototype will not the fully ready for production.

7.3 Future Work
Undoubtedly, there are several unsolved problems, starting with the legal aspects of implementing
the systems and ending with the problems of technical compatibility and acceptance by people that
need to be resolved in the coming years. The topics mentioned in the limitation e.g., what would
be the token economy and how we can make it efficient? As posting data to blockchain is a
transaction and it has a fee, the mechanism for who will get the money and who will pay how
much money need to be designed in the future. As in our research, we have used different
blockchains which means there will be different transaction fees for posting transactions on
different blockchains i.e Ethereum and polygon. NFT and the voting mechanism is also not
covered which leaves room for future work and improvements. Legal aspects related to the
acceptance of smart contracts and compliance with GDPR, and other regulatory bodies are also a
possible direction for future research. Future work will involve completing our ongoing
implementation prototype and evaluating our approach to larger sets of processes and privacy
conflicts in the e-health cross-organizational processes.
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9 Appendices
9.1 Access to Code Repository
Code of the prototype can be accessed using the git lab of Tartu University at the given below link:
https://gitlab.cs.ut.ee/nisar/privacyconflictresolutionbyblockchain

9.2 Access to Evaluation Results
Evaluation Results can be accessed using the git lab of Tartu University as given below link:
https://gitlab.cs.ut.ee/nisar/privacyconflictresolutionbyblockchain//blob/master/Evaluation%20Results/HealthInsurance_Evaluation_NoHierachy.cpn

9.3 Access to State-Space Analysis Results
https://gitlab.cs.ut.ee/nisar/privacyconflictresolutionbyblockchain//blob/master/Evaluation%20Results/SpaceStateAnalysisResults.txt
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2. I grant the University of Tartu a permit to make the work specified in p. 1 available to the
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archives, under the Creative Commons license CC BY NC ND 3.0, which allows, by giving
appropriate credit to the author, to reproduce, distribute the work and communicate it to
the public and prohibits the creation of derivative works and any commercial use of the
work until the expiry of the term of copyright.
3. I am aware of the fact that the author retains the rights specified on p. 1 and 2.
4. I certify that granting the non-exclusive license does not infringe other persons’ intellectual
property rights or rights arising from the personal data protection legislation.
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